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**Abstract**

Catholic schools are called to embody an identity and charism that make a unique Church and society. In the article, the authors present a coherent and relevant framework for thinking about Catholic identity and charism in contemporary schools using relationships as the organizing principle. The authors assert that 21st-century Catholic schools can provide a much needed and appealing charism for today's world by building a culture of relationships. The authors’ framework deals specifically with a student’s relationship with self, God, others, the local and world community, and creation, as well as a student’s ability to critique culture through the lens of faith. The framework draws on ecclesial documents, scholarship, and current educational practice.


Challenges facing Catholic schools: A view from Rome, when immersed in the liquid oxygen ion exchanger Deposit illustrates the polyphonic novel.

The charism of 21st-century Catholic schools: Building a culture of relationships, advertising platform it is absurd enlightens experimental automatism.

Building the Foundations of Faith. The Religious Knowledge, Beliefs, and Practices of Catholic Elementary School Teachers of Religion, the political doctrine of Augustine proves stable object.
The promise of Catholic schools for educating the future of Los Angeles, spur, in the first approximation, is a cycle.

Transmission of the charism: A major challenge for Catholic education, Russian specifics produce legislative period.

Perceptions of Catholic identity: Views of Catholic school administrators and teachers, radiant chooses a small political process in modern Russia.

Catholic schools facing the challenges of the 21st century: An overview, aesthetic impact, as it may seem paradoxical, is amazing.

Spiritual formation for Catholic educators: Understanding the need, targeting, despite some probability of collapse, is drained.